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Abstract. In this paper, we trace the different manifestations of grounding resources in a variety of Artificial Intelligence applications and present the POETICON project’s development plans for building such resource. In doing so, we introduce the PRAXICON, a resource that links natural language and sensorimotor representations of concepts, with the aim of facilitating multimodal and multimedia content integration in cognitive systems. We correlate the envisaged resource with semantic language resources and briefly discuss the possibility of interfacing these different types of resources.

1 Introduction

The computational integration of sensorimotor and symbolic representations (grounding) and in particular of visual (visual objects and actions) and natural language representations has a long history that could be traced back to the very early days of Artificial Intelligence (AI). In comparing language and vision and arguing on how the corresponding representations are associated, Jackendoff has implied the use of a kind of integrated, grounding resource in the human memory for use in both natural language and vision understanding [23, 24]. He suggested that a resource with both conceptual and visual information should be built and in particular, one that includes conceptual structures [22] at the leaf nodes of which concepts are linked to corresponding 3D models of visual objects (cf. the notion of 3D model catalogue in Marr’s theory of vision [33]). In fact, the idea of building a resource that will link visual and linguistic representations goes back at least to the seventies [3]; it was a reduced version of Jackendoff’s suggestion and involved the association of manually detected image regions (objects) and corresponding image feature vectors with words (names for the objects); a similar type of resource has been suggested recently under the term of multimedia thesaurus for use in various multimedia processing tasks [10, 5, 25, 54]. In fact, the idea for such resources has been lurking around for decades, never explicitly said or described and only partially implemented in an ad hoc basis in AI [43, 40].

In this paper, we introduce the notion of a PRAXICON, a resource that bridges natural language and sensorimotor representations of concepts, with the aim of facilitating multimodal and multimedia content integration in cognitive systems. In what follows, we present the “precursors” of grounding resources that have been developed for a wide range of AI applications and needs, and elaborate on the notion of the PRAXICON as suggested within the framework of the EC-funded research and development project, POETICON. We focus on the development plan and the envisaged contents of the PRAXICON and discuss the role semantic language resources could play in its development.

2 Grounding Resources

In practice, grounding resources have been used in AI prototypes that span a number of decades and a wide range of application areas, from the SHRDLU system [59], which verbalized visual changes in a 2D blocks scene, to medium translation systems (e.g. automatic sports commentators), multimedia presentation systems (e.g. automatic creation of illustrated technical manuals) and conversational robots of the new millennium (cf. a related state of the art review of more than 50 such prototypes in [43, 40]). In most of these prototypes, the grounding resources link words denoting entities with corresponding low-level visual features of objects, and/or the actual images of the objects (e.g. superquadric images or wireframe models or 2D drawing patterns etc.). The words are then linked to conceptual structures which take the forms of ontologies, e.g. [55], semantic frames or schemas, e.g. [34, 51, 8], object or scene domain models, e.g. [7]. Prototypes that involve dynamic scenes/motion rather than static objects, use resources that link words denoting motion with corresponding motion trajectory information; the words are then linked to conceptual structures denoting events, in the form of event templates, e.g. [11]. In other cases, manually or semi-automatically extracted geometric scene description data which link object information, their motion trajectory and their name/word is used [1, 20, 32]; this first grounding level is correlated to a hierarchy of event models which includes event concepts from general to specific that reflect temporal decomposition, e.g. [21]. In conversational robots, resources that link words with corresponding n-ary tuples of feature-values of visual objects and functions that implement motion have been used; the links are then associated to conceptual structures denoting classes of entities/events [49, 45].

In all these cases, the grounding resources used have the following characteristics:

1. they have been created ad hoc, for the needs of a very limited prototype that works either in a blocksworld (blobs) or miniworld (very limited and simplified domain); the objects and/or events included in the resource are very simple (e.g. soccer ball, motion of the ball along the playground), the resources themselves have not been reused in any way;
2. there is no exploration of the association level at which words and sensorimotor representations are connected, and no systematic study on how different representations collaborate in forming higher-level concepts; it is intuition rather than a rigorous methodology that lies behind their creation;
3. the visual and motoric representations used in the resources are manually created, i.e. visual abstraction is not done automatically, with the exception of some work on automatic 3D trajectory extraction (used in a verbalization task of traffic scenes, [16, 2]), which is still limiting motion representations to the motion path of a rigid object (as opposed to the fine-grained movements of
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Scaling up such resources using automatic mechanisms for associating sensorimotor and symbolic representations and enhancing their coverage is highly questionable. In another strand of research that has been using language games as a method to teach agents primitive models of language [53], or how to associate words with objects [26], machine learning methods have been followed. Instead of using a manually created, fixed grounding resource, the agent is being endowed with a learning module which allows it to develop such resource on its own through e.g. supervised learning techniques. A human feeds the robot with a word which corresponds to the image of an object in view; the robot is able to generate a simplified representation of the image of this object in the form of feature-value vectors standing for the colour and shape attributes of the object. Once a number of associations are learned, the agent compares the (representation of the) image of any new object with the ones it knows using e.g. a nearest neighbour algorithm and associates the new object with the name of the known object it is more similar to. Similar statistical or connectionist algorithms for associating words in an utterance with objects in view have also been developed in a limited number of artificial agents [48, 39, 46, 57, 44, 6].

This approach in developing a grounding resource has most of the limitations of the symbolic approaches mentioned above: the resource built by the agent is limited to blobs or simple objects (motoric representations are not treated at all), it relies on the developer’s intuition for choosing the words to be associated with the visual representation of an object, while the developer intervenes in visual abstraction by presenting to the agent a clean image of an object (i.e. one stripped from any background, or the presence of other objects which could lead to wrong associations, etc.). More importantly, the resource does not connect the words the agent learns with higher-level conceptual structures (i.e. more complex concepts), which renders scaling for the needs of everyday interaction questionable.

In the last few years, image-language association mechanisms as such are being developed for automatic image/keyframe annotation, with the vision of being, at some point, mature enough for being embedded in multimedia prototypes and mainly in multimedia indexing and retrieval prototypes. The approaches are either probabilistic [4, 58] or logic-based [9]. Learning approaches rely on properly annotated training corpora for learning the associations between images/image regions represented in feature-value vectors and corresponding textual labels, cf. for example IBM’s corpus [30] and the PASCAL visual object categorization collection [12]. Symbolic logic approaches rely on multimedia ontologies, i.e. hierarchical conceptual resources the leaf nodes of which (words) are associated with corresponding image feature-vectors [9, 50] or with a set of corresponding actual images collected from the web [60]. Srikash et al. [52] report also on the use of both training corpora and ontologies for achieving automatic image annotation. The annotated training corpora could be thought of as simplistic grounding resources (with no connection to conceptual structures), while the ontologies do provide access to higher-level concepts; however all above mentioned criticisms apply to both of them (i.e. limited and non-systematic development, association based on intuition, problems in scaling up etc.).

In spanning such wide range of applications, these preliminary “grounding resources” point to the necessity of investing research effort towards their development. However, how should one proceed in building such resource, if one is to avoid pitfalls and limitations of previous attempts and more significantly, what is it exactly that such resource should comprise of?

3 PRAXICON: the POETICON Suggestion

Developing an automatically extensible grounding resource is the main objective of POETICON, a newly funded EC-FP7 research project (http://www.poeticon.eu). POETICON explores the poetics of everyday life, i.e. the synthesis of sensorimotor representations and natural language in everyday human interaction. As shown in the previous section, this is an old problem, one that relates to the long Artificial Intelligence (AI) quest for meaning.

However, while meaning extraction and generation with sensorimotor or symbolic representations (i.e. moving or static images, action, text/speech) has been the objective in most AI sub-disciplines (e.g. Natural Language Processing, Image Understanding etc.) the research focus has mostly been on individual types of representations (e.g. visual, motoric or linguistic) rather than on their integration [43, 40]. There are a number of interrelated reasons that have hindered research to focus on such integration: difficulties in measuring sensorimotor human behaviour, and analyzing visual and motoric representations, the tendency for isolation among researchers working on e.g. extracting meaning from language or images, lack of a corresponding theoretical, cognitive or and neurophysiological background that would provide a solid basis for computational investigation of the issue.

POETICON suggests a new approach within this AI quest for meaning: it captures/measures and computationally structures human behaviour (human body movements, facial expressions, manipulation of objects) with the objective of creating a PRAXICON, a grounding resource, and mechanisms that will facilitate its automatic extension. In particular, the PRAXICON will be the result of the following:

The POETICON corpus: a corpus of four distinct though interrelated- sets of multisensory recordings of human movements, visual objects, facial expressions and enacted everyday scenarios. In the latter, human body movements, facial expressions, objects and natural language interact in forming meaning in human to human interaction. The corpus supports analysis across a large number of dimensions from 2D analysis of video streams to complex models of 3D articulation.

The Human Activity Language (HAL) [17]: a hierarchical structural analysis of motoric representations, i.e. an innovative computational analysis of action into primitive units and production rules for formulating more or less complex actions. The HAL parser for motoric representations is tightly coupled to a corresponding visual action parser. Both tools are used for generating motoric and visual representations of action-denoting concepts in the PRAXICON.

The Language of Facial Expressions [38]: a hierarchical analysis of the perception of facial expressions at great detail providing information about the vocabulary of facial expressions, i.e., the importance of individual facial regions for recognition as well as other tasks, and the grammar of facial expressions, i.e., the inter-regional timing as well as the spatial integration of facial regions how the individual regions have to be integrated both in space and time in order to create a facial expression that carries meaning. The analysis is used for the sensorimotor representation of affective concepts in the PRAXICON.

The Language of Visual Object Representations [15, 14]: a structural analysis of visual representations into primitive units and production rules for large-scale representation of visual object categories. A hierarchical representation of visual input is developed
that enables the recognition and detection of a large number of object categories. Inspired by the principles of efficient indexing, robust matching, and ideas of compositionality, the approach is to learn a hierarchy of spatially flexible compositions, i.e., parts, in an unsupervised, statistics-driven manner. The existence of a grammatical structure in the learned hierarchical visual lexicon that would alleviate the problem of large-scale representation of object categories is also investigated. The approach is used for the visual representations of object-denoting concepts in the PRAXICON.

Cognitive Experiments: human subjects are asked to describe verbally the contents of the videos of the POETICON everyday scenarios. In scaling the visual context of the actions/entities to be verbalized by the subjects, associations of sensorimotor and symbolic representations at various levels of abstraction are elicited. The descriptions vary from cognitive categorization of the smallest meaningful units of visual action/entities to categorization of whole scenes and to free story-telling commentary. The experiments will provide the link between natural language and sensorimotor representations that will be covered in the resource. This is a “black-box” exploration of how one talks about what one does and what one sees. A “glass-box” approach looking inside one’s brain under the same conditions takes place through neurophysiological experiments.

Neurophysiological experiments: The experiments explore how motor synergies, thought to be in common between motor and linguistic domains, develop and how syntactically meaningful chains of movements are organized to achieve an action goal [13]. A hypothesis on the role of Broca’s area is put forward; because of its premotor nature, the area was firstly involved in generating/extracting action meanings, and then this ability might have been generalized during evolution giving to this area the basics to build a new capability: a supramodal syntax endowed with the ability to organize and comprehend hierarchical and sequential elements into meaningful structures. The role of Broca’s area is explored through behavioural experiments, both in normal humans and in frontal aphasics.

Grounding resource use and extensibility: a number of experiments that explore the extent to which the PRAXICON could be used in audiovisual data processing for associating visual action and visual object representations with natural language and how the resource could be expanded automatically are under way. The grounding resource is employed to identify associations between sensorimotor representations and language within an audiovisual file; the main challenge in this case is that the language that is used in conjunction with the visual representations of objects and movements (video footage) does not necessarily refer to what is depicted in the file. What one hears (speech) may refer to what one sees (at various levels of abstraction), but it might also be the case that what one sees and what one hears bring complementary or even contradictory information. We explore cases in which the word(s) used for the automatically perceived sensorimotor representations will not be the ones expected according to the resource (e.g., cases of synonymy, metaphor, antithesis). Also cases in which the sensorimotor representations perceived are not covered in the resource, though the corresponding word/concept is in the resource (case of polysysem) will be explored. In both cases, proper extension of the resource will take place automatically. Data mining experiments searching for structure between language and the underlying sensorimotor volume will take place. Relying on the output of the computational tools mentioned above (visual action and visual object parsers) that will run on this volume of data, we expect to find correlations between verbs and sensorimotor patterns. In other words, abstract verbs/nouns tell a story, and it will be that story captured in the sensorimotor correlates. How abstract the story is (i.e., how closely related to what is depicted) will be investigated based on the COSMOROE cross-media interaction relations framework and the corresponding annotated corpora [42].

Experimentation with a humanoid: The iCub humanoid platform [56] is extended with a tactile skin for reaching, grasping and manipulation activities, with integration abilities of proprioceptive and visual information for learning and recognition of multi-sensory object representations, and with well-grounded, empirical representations of perception and action. Using the tools and the grounding resource developed in the project, the robot will carry out behaviour analogous to the components of everyday tasks studied in humans. It is expected that the lowest-level details of such actions (that depend on the precise morphology of the robot) will require robot-specific representations, while the coarsest-level structure should be shared with representations recovered from human action (such as the overall sequencing of parts of the action). By learning where the boundary lies between the two, and how to manage their interface, we aim at generating a reusable procedure for applying the work of this project to robotic applications.

The resource will be unique in that it relies on the development of innovative computational tools that analyse sensorimotor representations of everyday activities, the use of cognitive methods for establishing the associations of such representations with natural language and the development of a learning mechanism for extending the resource automatically. Furthermore, neurophysiological experiments and experimentation with a humanoid are the driving forces and implementation tools respectively for the development of the resource. However, what are specifically the contents of such resource?

3.1 Elaborating on the notion of the PRAXICON

The PRAXICON is envisaged to be a computational resource which associates symbolic representations (words/concepts) with corresponding sensorimotor representations, and patterns of their combinations that formulate conceptual structures at different levels of abstraction. The resource is envisaged to allow artificial agents/systems:

- to tie concepts/words of different levels of abstraction to their sensorimotor instantiations (catering thus for disambiguation), and
- to untie sensorimotor representations from their physical specificities correlating them to conceptual structures of different levels of abstraction (catering thus for intentionality indication).

In other words, going bottom-up in the resource (from sensorimotor representations to concepts) one will get a hierarchical composition of human behaviour, while going top-down (from concepts to sensorimotor representations) one will get intentionality-laden interpretations of those structures.

The PRAXICON relies on the theoretical premise that meaning emerges also from the integration of sensorimotor and symbolic representations and in particular, it emerges from:

- the integration of different types of representations that refer to the same entity, event or property;
- the integration of representations that refer to different entities, events, or properties but collaborate in forming concepts at different levels of abstraction.

2 Cf. for example, the word put and the corresponding motoric representation.

3 Cf. for example the following case: dress (word and visual representation) + put (word and motoric representation) + washing-machine (word and visual representation) to denote the concept of washing ones clothes.
This thesis is closely related to the Symbol Grounding theory [18, 19] which argues that grounding of symbols to sensorimotor experiences is necessary for AI agents to grasp the meaning of symbolic representations (natural language) and to respond appropriately. However, POETICON’s thesis on meaning goes beyond traditional grounding approaches in that [43, 40]:

1. It considers grounding to be a bi-directional process (double-grounding), during which symbols are grounded to corresponding sensorimotor representations for getting tied to the physical entities/events/properties they refer to, and they also ground in their turn—the sensorimotor representations for enriching them with intentionality indicators. In other words, different aspects of meaning emerge through this two-way integration of symbolic and sensorimotor representations: meaning that disambiguates/clarifies linguistic reference (e.g., word-sense disambiguation), and meaning that disambiguates/clarifies sensorimotor reference (e.g., focus, salience, type-token distinctions), i.e. it renders intentionality in human behaviour (sensorimotor representations) explicit.

2. It does not consider all symbols able or suitable for grounding; some symbols do not need to be grounded, they are not meant to be tied to sensorimotor experience, they serve different purposes; i.e. to abstract away from the sensorimotor nature of human behaviour and comment on the functional, purposive, intentional nature of such behaviour.

3.2 Turning to Semantic Language Resources

In trying to pin down the notion of the PRAXICON, one could describe it drawing an analogy to lexicons:

- a lexicon with grounded lemmas, i.e. entries that comprise of a word sense and the corresponding visual and/or motoric representation
- a lexicon with conceptual/pragmatic relations between grounded lemmas, i.e. entries that are related with each other in different ways, forming conceptual structures of different levels of abstraction (e.g. action-object combinations, action-action combinations etc.)

However, in designing the PRAXICON one needs to go into detail on the nature of its contents and their optimal organisation. So, what will PRAXICON lemmas be like? Will everything be organised around the language-representation of each entry or around the sensorymotor part of it? Will the entry be a one-word or multi-word token? How specific or general will each entry be? What kind of conceptual relations will actually be captured in the resource? Are other types of information on concepts needed (e.g. grammatical, syntactic information on words etc.)?

In trying to address these questions, one would normally look into other grounding resources to explore how similar issues have been addressed in them. However, as argued in section 2, grounding resources have never been developed systematically, i.e. there is no grounding resource of any scale beyond ad hoc system development. Hardly do these ad hoc resources go beyond a first mapping of a word with a visual representation to conceptual structures of any complexity, and if they do (e.g. in the case of multimedia ontologies) they just match the grounded concepts to a pre-existing language-based representation of conceptual structures. Scaling, extending or even basic questions related to the design and development of a grounding resource have never been posed. One needs, therefore, to look into detail on the nature of a different type of resources which could shed light on the development of the PRAXICON and even contribute to it by providing parts of the content to be included/covered in the resource: language resources that capture semantic information.

Within the framework of POETICON, we carried out a comparative study of 19 such resources that span many decades and a variety of conceptual information contents [41] . We, therefore, re-visited a wide range of language resources that go beyond computational semantic lexica such as SIMPLE [29], to lexical resources such as WordNet [35], VerbNet [27] and FrameNet [47], to common-sense knowledge-bases such as CYC [28], ConceptNet [31] and Thought Treasure [37], just to name a few. The criterion for including a resource in the study was whether it went beyond morphological and syntactic relations to lexical semantic relations (e.g. synonymy, antonymy) and to more complex conceptual relations (e.g. temporal inclusion, manner etc.) that require one to cross over lexicalization into conceptual structures. The aim was to explore whether any of these resources could:

- contribute to the development of the PRAXICON, or
- get interfaced at some point (conceptual level) with the resource, enriching it, or
- be itself tuned/enhanced to qualify for playing the role of a PRAXICON.

The review is unique not only in that it spans resources developed in different AI sub-disciplines, with different methodologies and perspectives, for different applications, but mainly because it looks at these resources from a totally new perspective, which is how they could contribute to the need of developing grounding resources and mechanisms for artificial agents/systems.

After a thorough analysis of the resources in terms of their profiling, content and methodology followed for their development, a number of trends in language resources seem to emerge:

- most resources get extended so that they cover more types of conceptual information/relations, going also down to the level of specific instances and facts
- the resources get mapped to each other for greater usability
- there is a constant search for automatic or semi-automatic mechanisms for extending the coverage of the resources, and
- there is a growing development of the resources in different languages all mapped to each other

One of the main issues that seem to emerge in the construction of language resources is how to express meaning in a universal way, going beyond the language-specific expression of such meaning evidenced in grammatical and syntactic/semantic information. The review has pointed to the fact that through AI history and beyond, researchers were trying to find the primitive concepts or features (feature bundles) to describe the world in a universal, language-independent way. They used categorization to organise and name everyday-experiences, concrete and abstract/mental entities, actions and properties. They also used story-telling like constructions to represent everyday-life scenarios and events.

However, the link to what is truly universal, our sensorimotor experiences, is missing. We envisage the PRAXICON to be a
sensorimotor-centric (rather than word/language-centric) resource of conceptual structures. Based on the lessons we learn from the development of language resources and making use of the different kinds of conceptual information that one can draw from each resource, PRAXICON will be an attempt to build a grounding resource. In this resource, sensorimotor representations will be used to capture the common experiences, the specifics of everyday interaction, and language will be used to express how people abstract from such specifics, interpreting everyday experiences and drawing inferences from them.

Developing a sensorimotor-centric (rather than lemma/word-centric) resource requires:

- a very different organisation/structuring than what one finds in existing language-resources, and
- concept analysis (decomposition) at a much finer-grained level than what is currently available.

In particular, it requires one to analyse a concept down to a level at which inferences, common-sense knowledge or background knowledge will be minimal (if not extinct). One needs to identify the conceptual level of analysis at which humans start making inferences on what an object/action is. The PRAXICON lower-level entries will not represent concepts that are readily lexicalised, but the ones at the level of which inferences come into play. The POETICON cognitive experiments on naming will not simply guide the association of words and sensorimotor representations in the PRAXICON; they will attempt to identify this conceptual entry-point, at which sensorimotor and symbolic integration takes place. The wealth of conceptual information captured in semantic language resources will be not only useful, but essential for enriching the PRAXICON and for developing mechanisms for automating its extension.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the PRAXICON, a grounding resource that goes beyond symbolic representations of concepts to sensorimotor ones and beyond lexicalization to conceptual structures. We presented the POETICON project’s approach for building such resource, and correlated the resource to semantic language resources. The PRAXICON is a suggestion for approaching meaning representation from a multimodal rather than language-only perspective, bringing semantic language resources closer to cognitive system development.
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